The UC Davis Quarter Abroad eligibility requirements are:

- Be a registered student at a UC campus from the date of application through the program end date;
- Satisfy intercampus visitor requirements;
- Be in good academic standing with a GPA of 2.0 or above;
- Be in good disciplinary standing; and
- Meet any program specific requirements or prerequisites (Check Equivalents)

**JAPAN (Japanese Language and Culture) Prerequisite Equivalents for Other UC Students***

*Level 2/Intermediate:* Completion of JPN 2 (or the equivalent of 2 quarters/1 semester of University level Japanese) at the time program begins with at least a B- in all JPN coursework.

*Level 3/Advanced:* Completion of JPN 5 (or the equivalent of 5 quarters/3 semesters of University level Japanese) at the time program begins with at least a B- in all JPN coursework.

- **UC Berkeley**
  - Japanese 1A (1 semester)
  - Japanese 10A (3 semesters)
- **UC Irvine**
  - Japanese 1B (2 quarters)
  - Japanese 2B (5 quarters)
- **UCLA**
  - Japanese 2 (2 quarters)
  - Japanese 5 (5 quarters)
- **UC Merced**
  - Japanese 1 (1 semester)
  - Japanese 3 (3 semesters)
- **UC Riverside**
  - Japanese 2 (2 quarters)
  - Japanese 5 (5 quarters)
- **UC Santa Barbara**
  - Japanese 2 (2 quarters)
  - Japanese 5 (5 quarters)
- **UC Santa Cruz**
  - Japanese 2 (2 quarters)
  - Japanese 5 (5 quarters)
- **UC San Diego**
  - Japanese 10B (2 quarters)
  - Japanese 20B (5 quarters)

*If you believe you have taken a class other than those listed above that is equivalent to the prerequisite, please forward the class name, course number and syllabus to Nicole Uhlinger (nmuhlinger@ucdavis.edu).*